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Welcome to thelearners.online. We have provided a short essay of 150 words on 
elephant below. We have also provided 10 lines on Elephant. 

Essay on Elephant 10 lines For Children 

 

 Elephants are calm and intelligent. 
 They have four thick legs, two big ears, a long trunk and a short tail. 
 Elephants are herbivorous animals. 
 They eat leaves, fruits, plants and many other food items. 
 They like bananas and sugarcanes. 
 They are very fond of playing in water and mud. 
 Elephants can be black, grey or white in colour. 
 They are found in the forests of Africa, India, Burma, Nepal and many other 

countries. 
 Many people also keep them as pets and can be seen in zoos and circuses for 

our entertainment. 
 They are very faithful, obedient and wise animals. 
 I like to ride on elephants 

The Elephant Paragraph 150 to 200 Words 

Elephants are calm and intelligent. Structurally, they have four thick legs, two big ears, a 
long trunk and a short tail. They have small eyes and poor eyesight. They have a good 
sense of smell. Elephants are herbivorous animals. Elephants eat leaves, fruits, plants 
and many other food items. The trunk of an elephant helps it to eat food, drink water, 
bath, breathe and smell. They like bananas and sugarcanes and are very fond of playing 
in water and mud. 

Elephant have a long life span and live for about one hundred years. Elephants can be 
black, grey or white in colour. Many men use elephants to carry heavy loads. They also 



use them for riding. They are found in the forests of Africa, India, Burma, Nepal and 
many other countries. Many people also keep them as pets and can be seen in zoos 
and circuses for our entertainment. Wild elephants are always dangerous. They are very 
faithful, obedient and wise animals. In older times, many countries used elephants in 
wars. I like to ride on elephants. 
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